
 

Dreadful expose of mistakes you must avoid while renovating
your bathroom

A bathroom overhaul is a great starting point for a home remodel. To help you get that beautiful
washroom you’ve been dreaming of, instead of tripping over the hurdles of naivety in your very own
makeover nightmare, RAK Ceramics brings you a shocking uncover of mistakes you must avoid while
renovating your bathroom.

Low Aeration: Good indoor ventilation is imperative for your well-being and do not take it lightly when
we say so. Bathroom freshening is extra important due to the humidity in this area. Invest in a good
fan with a timer switch, or a  bathroom freshener always comes handy to take care of this problem.

Inadequate spacing: Invest ample time in planning. Think of, who is going to use the bathroom. How
old are the family members who will frequently use it? Gender of the household members to decide on
fixtures, mirrors, lighting, etc.? Ergonomics in a bathroom area is one of the most demanding needs of
our times. RAK Ceramics’ sanitaryware is made with an eye for detail. It is important to bring
sanitaryware home that is ergonomically fit & is up to date with your needs.
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Trend or no trend: Bathroom alters is an investment in itself. So be completely sure of the designs you
choose, that must last for years to come. Having to revamp a few essentials such as sanitaryware,
washbasins, accessories, etc. in every few years is not a recommended choice. For example, take a
look at RAK Ceramics’ Eco fix flushing system. A flushing system that comes with factory settings,
latest rimless technology which will make your bathroom look absolutely modern, water-saving &
comes with a hidden fixation system too!
Slow & clogged drainage: Debris and hair strands lodged in the plumbing are real-world problems. Slow
drains can be de-clogged using hot water & drainage products. Ensure this is done frequently else you
will need to take your pipes apart to get to the thick end of the debris. Take it from the experts, never
ignore a slow drain
Dull lighting:  A classic standard home bathroom must have lighting that generates a functional yet
soothing impact. Having said that, do not shy away from adding enough lighting in your bathroom.

Avoiding key factors: Choosing the right fixtures, tiles, colors for your bathroom need not be a
mammoth task. Remember to check on the slip factor, color palettes, size of the tiles you’d like to get
fixed. Also don’t miss to go over, https://www.rakceramics.com/india/en-in/bathroom-kitchen-
suites/category/furniture/ for a wide variety of bathroom furniture. RAK Ceramics’ Iris Vanity, is an
alpine white, complete wall hung unit that will literally suit the palette of all design lovers.
A bathroom is an important place in your home. It deserves not only up-to-the-minute fittings but also
functional choices while choosing those fittings. Remember, God is in the details. Happy renovating!
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